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Abstract—In this paper we apply constrained optimization
techniques to optimally allocate bandwidth and transmit power
to the users in a cellular network. We utilize partial frequency
reuse as inter-cell interference mitigation technique considering
multiple users uniformly located in the cell. Efficient algorithms
are proposed to select the user in the cell regions. Moreover,
based on user’s selection the maximization of the minimum rate
is used to optimally allocate the bandwidth and power to the
users. We further demonstrate by simulations that using partial
frequency reuse as inter-cell interference mitigation technique
is more efficient in power use than using frequency reuse-1 or
frequency reuse-3.

I. INTRODUCTION

Next generation mobile communication systems use Orthog-

onal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) as their

multiple access scheme in the downlink [1], [2]. Since cell

edge users may suffer severely from Inter-Cell Interference

(ICI), several schemes have been proposed for ICI mitigation.

One of those schemes is Partial Frequency Reuse (PFR), which

is applied for example in [3], [4], [5].

The characteristics of the optimal power allocation for two

base stations, employing also scheduling schemes, have been

studied in [6] under frequency reuse-1. Additionally to the

sum-rate maximization power control problem, in [7] the

authors also investigate the maximization of the minimum rate

for two users. An efficient algorithm for solving the sum-

rate maximization problem in convex form for PFR under

the assumption that all reuse-1 users are served with equal

power is developed in [8]. Additionally to this the authors

have shown that the maximization of the minimum rate and the

minimization of the sum-power can be transformed in convex

optimization problems. A study about the utilization of the

cell edge (outer) bandwidth as cell center (inner) bandwidth

in PFR for maximizing the cell capacity density is done in

[5]. In [9], the authors have shown that almost all of the cell

outer bandwidth can be re-allocated as cell inner bandwidth in

PFR whenever we have only inner users active. A frequency

reuse technique like combination of power allocation and

interference-aware for attaining the coverage and high spectral

efficiency is investigated by the authors in [10]. In [11] the

authors have proposed differentiable spectrum partition where

the reuse distance is used to find frequency reuse factors.

They have shown that this is an effective scheme when the

network is experiencing non-uniform traffic load. Differently

from [11] we propose different selection of users between

reuse-1 users and reuse-3 users and based on those selections

we find frequency reuse factors. For each selection of users

we investigate the efficiency of power used.

To the best of our knowledge, there are currently no studies

which consider the efficiency of power used by partial fre-

quency reuse. Our contributions can be summarized as follows.

In Section II we show the realistic system model including the

adaptive frequency reuse pattern scheme for PFR.

In Section III we study the allocation of the bandwidth

and power to the users depending on the large-scale path-loss

attenuations. Efficient algorithms are proposed to select the

users in the belonging cell (sector) regions based on large-

scale path-loss attenuation threshold. The maximization of

the minimum rate is used by those algorithms to optimally

allocate the bandwidth and power to the users. Furthermore,

we present in Section IV simulation results which confirm the

efficiency of partial frequency reuse in power used to satisfy

the minimum rate criteria for the users, compared with reuse-1

and reuse-3. Also by simulation it is proven that the large-scale

path-loss attenuation threshold defined as the mean over all

large-scale path-loss attenuations of users is an optimal metric

for power efficiency of partial frequency reuse. Conclusions

are drawn in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In our realistic system we consider Nin users located uni-

formly in the inner region of the cell (the full frequency reuse

region) and Mout users located uniformly in the outer region

of the cell (the partial frequency reuse region), as indicated

in Fig. 1. Based on the user’s large-scale path-loss attenuation

a user is selected to be an inner user or an outer user. The

adaptive frequency reuse pattern applied in our system model

is shown Fig. 2. The frequency reuse pattern shows that the

bandwidth and the power assignment to the inner users and the

outer users depend on the amount of the users selected as inner

and outer users. Frequency reuse-1 is used to serve the inner
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users and frequency reuse-3 is used to serve the outer users.

The users who are located in the inner region of the cell, S01
receive power from their own sector antenna of base station

BS0 and also interference from all other antenna sectors of

base stations BSk, k = 0 . . . 6. More distant base stations are

not considered in our system model but all our results can be

easily extended to consider also interference from more non-

neighboring base stations. The rate achieved by the user n in

the inner region of cell S01 is given by

Rin
n = Bin

n log2
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0np
in
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n +

6
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Gin
knp

in
k









, (1)

where Bin
n is the bandwidth assigned to the user n in the inner

region of cell S01 and N0 is the noise spectral density. The

large-scale path-loss attenuation including antenna gain, pen-

etration loss, shadowing and small-scale fading is expressed

in the following form [12],

Gs
ki = −[128.1 + 10α log10(rk) +Ak + Lp +Xσ + F ], (2)

where Gs
ki is in dB, the superscript s ∈ {in, out} denotes the

inner or the outer users, the subscript i ∈ {n,m} denotes the

user’s index, α the path-loss exponent, rk the distance between

the mobile station and the base station BSk in m, Ak the sum

of user antenna gain and base station antenna gain in dB, Lp

the penetration loss in dB, Xσ the log-normal shadowing in

dB. The small-scale fading F in dB is a chi-square distribution

χ2
2 with two degrees of freedom. The antenna gain Ak is

defined by a horizontal antenna pattern [12]. The large-scale

path-loss attenuation of directed channel Gin
0n is defined by

Equation (2). Following [13], we neglect the effect of small-

scale fading in Equation (2) for interference channels because

the small-scale effects average out in the interference powers

(Note that small-scale fading is included in the user’s directed

channel). The transmit power assigned to the users in the inner

region is denoted by pin0 and the interference power from the

other base stations is denoted by pin
k , k = 1 . . . 6, with k

denoting the index of the interfering base stations. The users

located in the outer region of the cell receive also interference

from all non-neighboring sectors that use the same frequency

band. The transmit power assigned to the users in the outer

region is denoted by pout0 and the interference power from the

other base stations is denoted by poutk , k = 1 . . . 6. Thus, the

rate achieved by the user m in the outer region is given by

Rout
m = Bout

m log2
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(3)

where Bout
m denotes the bandwidth assigned to the user m in

the outer region. Similarly to the inner users, Gout
0m and Gout

km

denote the large-scale path-loss attenuation for the directed

and the interference channels of the m-th outer users.

III. EFFICIENT ALGORITHMS FOR BANDWIDTH AND

POWER ALLOCATION DEPENDING ON USER’S SELECTION

In this section we show the bandwidth and power utilization

to the users. The maximization of the minimum rate [14] given

by Equation (4) is used to assign the bandwidth and power to



the users.
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βout
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pin
c + pout

c ≤ Pmax
c , ∀c ∈ C, (4g)

where βin
cn = Bin

n /Bmax
c and βout

cm = Bout
m /Bmax

c are the

normalized inner and the outer bandwidths, tin and tout are

the normalized [2 p.99] inner and outer user rates, respec-

tively. The subscript c denote the cell and the calligraphic

C denote the set of cells. Furthermore, nin
n = N0/G

in
0n and

ginkn = Gin
kn/G

in
0n are the normalized noise and the normalized

interference channel large scale path-loss attenuation for the

inner users, respectively. Similar normalization is considered

for the outer users. In the Generalized Geometric Problem

(GGP) optimization problem formulated in Equation (4), the

constraints (4b)-(4c) show that the normalized inner user rates

are constrained by the normalized minimum requirement inner

user rate. Similarly for the outer users are formulated the

constraints (4d)-(4e). The last two constraints (4f) and (4g) are

the bandwidth and the power constraints. The maximization

of the minimum rate in Equation (4) can be transformed in

a Geometric Problem (GP) optimization problem [14] and

solved efficiently using the Disciplined Convex Programming

(DCP) [15] where CVX is used to get optimal bandwidth and

power. For selection the users in which cell regions they are

belonging, we use efficient algorithms. Those algorithms select

the users as multiple inner and multiple outer users, only inner

users, only outer users.

A. Multiple users selected inner users and multiple users

selected outer users

To distinguish for multiple inner and multiple outer users,

we compare the user’s large-scale path-loss attenuation with

threshold Gtgt which can be any value between minimum and

maximum over all large-scale path-loss attenuations of users.

If the user’s large-scale path-loss attenuation is higher than

Gtgt, than those users are considered to be the inner users,

otherwise outer users. The selection of users and their band-

width and power assignment are done using the Algorithm

1.

Algorithm 1 Bandwidth and Power Assignment Case III-A

Require: Gtgt ∈ (min(G),max(G)), (r, θ).

1: if G > Gtgt then

2: (rin, θin)← (r, θ)
3: else

4: (rout, θout)← (r, θ)
5: end if

6: Calculate the values of pin0 , pink , pout0 , poutk , Bin
n , Bout

m

using Equation (4).

where G denotes the vector elements of large-scale path-

loss attenuation, (r, θ) denote the vector elements of polar

coordinates of users. Similarly (rin, θin) denote the vector el-

ements of polar coordinates for the inner users and (rout, θout)
denote the vector elements of polar coordinates for the outer

users. The polar coordinates are included in all algorithms

since they show the locations of mobile users. The transmis-

sion rates of the inner users can be calculated using Equation

(1) and for outer users using Equation (3).

B. All users selected as inner users

To distinguish only for inner users, we define the threshold

Gtgt to be smaller than all large-scale path-loss attenuations

of all users as it is shown in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Bandwidth and Power Assignment Case III-B

Require: Gtgt < min(G).

1: if G > Gtgt then

2: (rin, θin)← (r, θ)
3: end if

4: Calculate the values of pin0 , pink , Bin
n using Equation (4).

The Algorithm 2 from the first to third step compare all

user’s large-scale path-loss attenuations with threshold Gtgt

and selects all users as inner users. In the last step runs the

Equation (4) to calculate the power and bandwidth assignment

to the inner users. The transmission rate of inner users are

calculated using Equation (1).

C. All users selected as outer users

To distinguish only for outer users, we define the threshold

Gtgt to be greater than all large-scale path-loss attenuations

of users as it is shown in Algorithm 3.



Algorithm 3 Bandwidth and Power Assignment Case III-C

Require: Gtgt > max(G).

1: if G < Gtgt then

2: (rout, θout)← (r, θ)
3: end if

4: Calculate the values of pout0 , poutk , Bout
m using Equation

(4).

Similarly to Algorithm 2, the Algorithm 3 in the 1-3 step

selects all users as outer users by comparing the user’s large-

scale path-loss attenuations with threshold Gtgt. In the last

step run the Equation (4) to calculate the bandwidth and power

assignment to the outer users. The transmission rates for the

outer users are calculated using Equation (3).

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this simulation we consider uniform distance between

users. A realistic urban scenario is considered with its param-

eters shown in Table I.

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

parameters value

Maximum base station power Pmax
c 40W

Maximum base station bandwidth Bmax
c 20MHz

Noise spectral density N0 −174 dBm/Hz
Center frequency f 2.0GHz
Path-loss exponent α 3.75
Penetration loss Lp 20 dB
Shadowing Xσ N (0, 8) dB

Small-scale fading F χ2
2 dB,

Inter base station distance R 600m
Maximum cell range r (2/3)Rm

Minimum requirement inner user rate tin 2.5Mbit/s

Minimum requirement outer user rate tout 2.5Mbit/s
Number of users within cell 75

During simulations we have considered 100 realizations,

where per each realizations all users have experienced dif-

ferent channels due to shadowing and small-scale fading.

The efficiency of used power in median values over those

100 realizations versus frequency reuse is shown in Fig. 3.

Frequency re-use is a direct mapping of large scale path-loss

attenuation threshold Gtgt. Frequency reuse-1 is considered

only when the threshold Gtgt is chosen to be smaller than the

minimum large-scale path-loss attenuations from all over the

users within the cell. In this case inner user’s selection and

their power and bandwidth assignment are calculated using

Algorithm 2. Similarly the frequency re-use 3 is considered

when the threshold is chosen to be larger than the maximum

large-scale path-loss attenuations over all users within consid-

ered cell. Outer user selection and their power and bandwidth

assignment is done using Algorithm 3. All the other thresholds

for Gtgt between the minimum and maximum large-scale path-

loss attenuations of users are mapped in frequency re-use

between 1 and 3. For inner and outer user’s selection and their

bandwidth and power assignment the Algorithm 1 is used.

From the simulation results shown in Fig. 3, we see that the
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Fig. 3. Power efficiency depending on frequency re-use

highest power is used by base station when frequency reuse-1

is considered. The reason for such high power use is that the

Algorithm 2 needs to adapt the base station power to serve

all users such that user’s achieved rate to be higher than the

minimum requirement rate. In this case the cell edge users

which are far from the base station and possibly with poor

channels need more power. Increasing the frequency re-use

results in the median power used decrease until the frequency

re-use is 1.9. From the values of frequency re-use 1.9 − 2.4
there is only a small variation in median power used. This is

the region when PFR is the most efficient in terms of power

used. Comparing the thresholds Gtgt selected in this region

with the mean over all large-scale path-loss attenuations we

saw that the threshold Gtgt is the same as the mean threshold.

Our conclusion is that defining the threshold Gtgt as the mean

over all large-scale path-loss attenuation of users is a good

metric for selecting the users as inner and outer users. By

increasing the frequency re-use more than 2.9 also the median

power used increases. However, the median power used in

frequency reuse-3 is smaller compared to frequency reuse-1

because the users in frequency reuse-3 are interfered only by

non-neighboring cells. The uniform distribution of users within

the cell and their large-scale path-loss attenuations for one

realization scenario is shown in Fig. 4. From the simulation

results shown in Fig. 4 we see that the users experience

different channels due to shadowing and small-scale fading.

Some users at the cell edge have better large-scale path-

loss attenuations than some other users that are near base

stations. For the same realization in Fig. 5 we have shown

the user’s selection and their achieved transmission rates. For

selecting the users and their power and bandwidth assignment

the Algorithm 1 is used. The calculated mean threshold has

the value Gtgt = −110.27 dB. Using the Algorithm 1 in this

realization from 75 users located uniformly in cell S01, 35
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users are selected as inner users and 40 users are selected as

outer users. From the total bandwidth allocated to cell S01,

around 47% of bandwidth is assigned to the inner users,

while 53% of bandwidth is assigned to the outer users.

From the maximum possible base station power Pmax
c , only

pin0 = 5.04W is assigned to the inner users and pout0 = 9.12W
is assigned to the users in the outer region.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we formulated the efficient algorithms for

selecting the users based on the criteria for large-scale path-

loss attenuation. Those algorithms use the maximization of

the minimum rate to optimally allocate the bandwidth and

power to the users such that each user achieve a higher rate

than the minimum requirement rate. By the simulation results

we have proof that using partial frequency reuse which is a

combinations of frequency reuse-1 and frequency reuse-3 as

inter-cell interference mitigation scheme, is more efficient in

terms of power used than using only frequency reuse-1 or

frequency reuse-3. About 6W is saved when partial frequency

reuse is used compared with frequency reuse-1 and about 4W

is saved compared with frequency reuse-3.
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